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Brief:
A technique for precisely ordering a mass spectral library that
requires on average less than 1% of the spectra to be examined in searchin'
for an unknown is presented.

The method is economical on storage and it

accommodates spectrum variability ttat would be expected in a search
library environment.

Abstract:
When data can be arranged according to some ordering principle
(e.g. numerical or alphabetical)
applied to retrieve information.

po~~rfu1

searching techniques can be

Arl explicit set of procedures is

proposed for constructing a precisely ordered mass spectrum dictionary.
Performance tests on the proposed srstem show that on average less than
1\ of the spectra need to be

examinE~d

in searching for a given unknown.

The mass spectrum dictionary is economical on storage and it will
acconunodate spectrum
search environment.

variability likely to be found in a library

INTRODUCTION

Searching a large library of mass spectra for the best-match
candidates with some partiGular query spectrum can be a time consuming
process.

,

proposed

A number of systflm:,; that perform well on this task have been

1-7

One of the most successful of the library search

techniques is the method due to Heller
structure.

4

which employs c:m inverted file

One of the only real criticisms of this system is that it

is very costly both iri terms of file qeneration and file maintenance.
The other really serious problem is the size of the file (although
8

there are ways to alleviate this problem ).
These problems have

pron~ted

the development of a system that is

comparable in performance but which requires neither the overhead
of file maintenance nor larqe amounts of storage for the search file.
Searching large amounts of data can be efficient provided the items
can be ordered in some way.

For instance searching a file as large as

a telephone directory by computer can be made a simple and efficient
9
task using a binary search algorithm • The binary search algorithm
guarantees to find any item in an ordered file of N items in at most
l092N steps.

For example only 16 comparisons are necessary to locate

any item in an ordered file of 32000 items.

This efficiency is derived

by taking advantage of 'the order in the file.
Returning to the mass s:pectrum context we find that searching a
library of mass spectra fOl' the best match with some unknown spectrum
is comparable to searching a telephone directory in which the names are
•
random order. Obviously such a search system is very inefficient
because there is no way of taking advantage of any inherent order in
the data.

Series displacement indices

7

5
and ion series analysis ,6 have

been suqqested as ways of :reducing the portion of the file that needs
to be searched.

These methods do not however possess the specificity

3.

that is desirable in searching large files; that is they do not eliminate
enough candidates from the search.
This leads to the question as to whether we can impose some ordering
principle on a library of mass spectra.

Any attempt at such a task

must take into account the inherent variability in the data.

In

particular,there can be considerable differences in intensity.information
for representations of a mass spectrum measured on different instruments.
A careful examination of a large number of mass spectra reveals that,
in general, there are considerable differences in both mass and intensity
representations for compounds that are closely similar structually.
When intensity information is discarded altogether we still have a very
selective representation.

It might therefore seem reasonable that

the mass information could be used in some way to order a file of spectra.
However, using the mass information alone still does not completely
remove the intensity variation problem.

It will be shown in the next

section that certain intensity related constraints can be placed on the
selection of masses for the ordered representation.

MASS SPECTRUM DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION
In order to construct a mass spectrum dictionary a fixed range for
selecting masses must be predetermined (for this to work the mass range
40

~

99 is used).

units (i.e. 40

~

This range is divided up into 6 ranges of 10 mass
49, 50

~

59, ••• ).

The selection rules that are then

applied to cope with spectrum variability are as follows:
[1]

Select the mass of the most intense peak in each range.

[2]

Make the following checks to determine if there is any possibility
of ambiguity in the selection made
(a)

if the most intense peak in a range is less than or equal
to 1\ assign it to the zero mass for the range and mark it as
not ambiguous.

4.

(h)

if the most intense peak in a range is greater than 1% and
less than or equal to 10% mark it as ambiguous.

(c)

if the ratio of the most intense to the second most intense
peak in a given 10 amu

range is less than 1.4 flag it as

amhiguous.
(d)

all other peaks that are the most intense in their respective
ranges are considered as unambiguous.

The preceding steps divide the ranges and selected peaks into two
categories:

(1) those that are definitive and unambiguous, and (2)

those for which instrumental variations may lead to either no mass or
another mass being selected as the most intense for that particular range.

With this information in hand it is possible to consider how
representations that can be ordered may be constructed.

CONSTRUCTION OF ABBREVIATED MASS SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS SUITABLE FOR
ORDERING
The representation for each unambiguous range is just the value of
the integer mass for that range modulo 10 (e.g. mass 43 has the
representation 3, and 57 has the representation 7) .

The representations for those ranges that have heen flagged as
possibly ambiguous Must be treated differently.

They are given two

possihle representations (1) the representation they would assume if
they were not classified as ambiguous (e.g. if the most intense peak
in the range 40 .... 49 amu is mass 43 at 5% then 3 is its representation)
(2) the second representation for the range is a standard default
setting of~.

This representation is vital .for linking together spectra

of the same aOMpo~nd that may be distorted lJith respect to one another
due to instrwnental variations.

The process must be taken a step

further hefore \...e can construct sui table entries for an ordered mass
spectrum dictionary.

5.

Obviously we cannot expect to have single dictionary entries
for any spectra that have one or more of their ranges flagged as
ambiguous.

Also we cannot expect that another representation of the

same spectrum will have the identical ranges flagged as ambiguous as
in the dictionarv p.ntrv (e.g. the dictionary entry may have a peak of
9\ rarnbiquous] whereas another r.epresentation may have the same mass as
15\ runarnbiguous 1 and vice versa.

For th1:fl roeason the dict1:onary mU.st

contain all rnsflible permutations of the ambiguoufl and unambiguous
rerY'eserztatiom~.

The final representation for a given spectrum is

therefore a set of six figure numbers.

It follows that (f rz

of the

n
ranges have been flagged a,g possibly aT'1biguous or uncertain then 2
representations for the spectrum will need to he placed in the
dictionary.

These

2

n

representations should be sufficient to

cover all instrumental variability apar.t from impurity peaks.
The mass range 40

~

99 was chosen for the representation on the

statistical arounds that most spectra tend to show considerahle fragmentation in this region.

Obviously other ranges may be more appropriate

in specialized circumstances.
The choice of a six fiqure representation was made hecause it was
the smallest representation that gave considerable discriminating power.
Longer representations could also be used if better resolution was
required.

However, they introduce the risk of many more dictionary

entries per spectrum because of the way uncertain peaks are handled.
The six figure representations can he sorted into numeric
along

order

with their accompanying pointers to the corresponding original

spectrum.
As an example

consid~r

the dictionary entries for the spectrum of

·
5 - llyd roxyoc t an01C
aC1. d I actone s h
own '1n f'19ure 1

10

•

5.

Applying the selection rules previously described we obtain the
representation
certain.

25~~~9

where the n\mmers underlined are possibly un-

The peaks at 69 (9) and 84 (4) are ambiguous because they

are less than 10\.

The peak at 71 is classified as uncertain because

its ratio with the peak at mass 70 (the second most intense peak) is
less than 1.4.

There are therefore three of the six mass reqions

that contain representations which cannot be guaranteed to withstand
variations due to instrument distortion.

Obviously the peaks at mass

42, 55 and 99 should withstand any distortion.
we must therefore generate

.

e~ght

(2

In this particular case

no. of uncertain

= 23)

dictionary entries for this spectrum to accommodate all possible
representations.

The representations are given in Table I.

These

representations are entered into the dictionary at the appropriate
place correspondinq to ascending numeric order.

Each entry is

tagged with an address or label corresponding to the location of the
complete stectrum in the master file.

PROCEDURE FOR

GE~RATING

COMPLETE SETS OF DICTIONARY ENTRIES

The procedure for generating the permutations for any given
spectrum can be formulated as a simple algorithmic sequence which
has the following steps
(1)

Count the number of uncertain digits

N

in the basic

representation generated using the prescribed selection rules.
(2)

Calculate
of

X

N
2 _ 1 and assign it to the variable

X.

The value

is one less than the total number of dictionary entries

to be generated for the spectrum.
X

(e.g. 7

~

111 ) •
2

(3)

Calculate the binary representation of

(4)

Hoving left to right in both the binary representaion of

10

X

and the decimal representation of the spectrum qenerated by
the selection rules multiply the uncertain decimal digits
by

the corresponding binary representation

(see Table I).

7.

TABLE I:

Mass Spectrum Dictionary Entries for 5-Hydroxyoctanoic
acid lactone generated by binary multiplication.
X

=

7

259149

X

=

6

259149

259109

X

=

5

259149

259049

X

=

4

259149
100

259004

X

=

3

259149

250149

=

2

259149

250109

1

259149

250049

0

259149
000

250009

X

x
x

=

259149

IiI

110

101

all

010

001

The uncertain digits are underlined

(5)

Subtract one from
value of

X

X

(e.g. X = X - 1) and i f the new

is greater than or equal to

~

qo back to

step (3) and calculate another permuted dictionary entry.
If

X is less than zero all the necessary representations

have been generated and so the process can halt.

CONSTRUCTION OF AN EFFICIENT SEARCH FILE
There are two basic options open for constructing an effective
retrieval system based on the abbreviated spectrum representations
that have been described.

The first and perhaps most obvious approach

is to sort and place the r-epresentations into ascending numeric order.
The other alternative is to use what is known as a hashing method to

8.

determine where in the file a particular dictionary entry should be
placed.

At the expense of some additional storage the latter approach

can he guaranteed to be more efficient.

(a)

?pectrum Retrieval from a Numerically Ordered File
The most practical and efficient way to search a numerically

9
ordered file is to apply what is known as a binary search algorithrn •
This search procedure uses information about the order

of the file to

remove from further consideration half of the remaining entries in
the file with each comparison made.

The basic procedure is to take

the number sought and compare it with the number in the middle of the
file.

If it is less than the middle value we can discard from further

consideration all the values in the top half of the file and vice versa
if it is greater than the middle value.

We then repeat the process

with the remaining half of the file by dividing it in turn in two.
With just two comparisons three quarters of the file entries will be
eliminated.

The bisection procedure continues until we find the number

we have sought or until we have established that it is not in the file.
Analysis of the binary search procedure tells us that we never need
to make more than 1092N+l comparisons and that on average only 1092N-l
9

will be needed.

If

N, is say 60,000 which is probably typical for

a large library of mass spectra then on average only 16 entries in
the file will need to be examined to find the address of any particular
representation.

(b)

Spectrum Retrieval from a Hash-Stored File
It is common practice in computing science to use a hashing

technique to retrieve data from a large file.
4
chemistry for molecular formula retrieva1 •

It has also been used in
Hashing is usually

9
favoured hecause of its high efficiency for retrieva1 ,11. The basic
idea of hashing is to take the numeric representation of the data to he

9.

stored and transform

it in some way to produce a representation-

dependent location at which the data is to be stored.
transformations are usually not unique.

Such hashing

It is however usually easy

to find a suitable transformation that will map the original data into
a retrieval file that contains about twice as many locations as
representations to be stored.
indicates that on

ave~age

~heoretical

analysis of such systems

less than two positions in the table will

need to be examined to looate any paptioulap reppesentation.
procedures for implementing hash files can be found in Knuth
Severance

11

A linked overflow storage area

•

ll

Detailed
9

and

is the most suitable

method for handling mass spectral data because of the fact most
representations occur more than once in the file.
To locate an item in a hashed file the representation that is
sought is hashed to produce a location at which to begin the search.
The value stored in the calculated location is then compared with the
number sought.

If they match the search terminates otherwise adjacent

locations are examined until the desired match if found.

If in this

suhsequent search an empty location is encountered this signifies that
the representation sought is not present in the file.

(c)

The Search and Matching Procedures
The following steps must be carried out to locate the set of

spectra most like some unknown spectrum being sought.
(1)

The selection rules are applied to the unknown spectrum,
establishing its numeric representation and its uncertain
peaks.

(2)

The permuted set of dictionary entries are then generated.

(3)

~he

addresses of all the dictionary entries are then located

by hashing or binary search depending on the file representation
chosen.

These addresses are pointers to where the complete

spectra are stored.

10.

(4)

The selected set of complete spectra are then retrieved
and compared against the unknown spectrum using some standard
matching procedure.
~he

merging process is easily implemented with a bit vector

which has as many bits as there are spectra in the file.

As each

spectrum number is found the corresponding bit is set in the bit
vector.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test out the feasibility of the procedures that have been outlined a set of 10000 mass spectra were studied and analyzed.

The first

parameter of interest for files of this type is the average number of
representations per spectrum that are needed to cover all possibilities
introduced by peak uncertainties.

It was found that 60894 representations

were generated for the 10000 spectra.

That'is on average just over 6

dictionary entr.ies per spectrum are needed to construct the dictionary.
The size of the file processed to obtain this result should be large
enough to guarantee its statistical significance for any general file
of mass spectra.
The other. impor.tant parameter for gauging the effectiveness of
this method of spectrum retrieval is the average number of complete
spectra that are requiren to he matched for a given query spectrum.

To

estimate this performance parameter 100 spectra from the file of 10000
were selected at random to remove any bias.

Dictionary entries for

each of these spectra were then generated and the corresponding
number of spectra retrieved in each instance was calculated.
search results for the 100 spectra are summarized in Table II.
the results for the 100 spectra searched for,
(~l')

of the file had to be matched.

The
Averaging

it was found that 0.98%

11.

TARLE II:

Number of sample spectra requiring less than X% of the
file to be searched.
Percentage of file
searched (X%)

No. of spectra requiring
less than X% of file to
be searched
26

0.1%

41

0.25%

50

0.5\

68

1.0%

82

2.0\

C}2

3.0%
over 3%

100

The results in Table II indicate that we expect a quarter of the
searchs
file.
less

that are made to require searching of less than 0.1% of the
The table also shows that on average half of the spectra will require

than

0.5%

92% of thp. spectra

of

the

re~lire

file to be searched and that a total of
less than 3\ of the file to be searched.

One spectrum in the set took 5.88\ and another spectrum required
7.92\ of the file to be searched.

The latter spectrum had 5 of its

6 peaks flaqged as uncertain (e.g. 113791) with only the mass 77 being
unambiguous.

5
There were therefore 32 (i.e. 2 ) dictionary entries for

this compound ann so became of the considerable number of aromatic
compounds present 7.92\ of the file had to be searched.
There were nearly 1000 representations that had all zeros as their
representation (e.g. 000000).
is due to a number of factors.

The high number of these representations
A number of spectra in the data set

do not have mass measurements taken until after mass 600.
these anomolous data should be removed.

Ideally

Other spectra (mostly aromatics)

have only a very few low intensity peaks below mass 100 while some have
low molecular weights with on~y small peaks in the mass range 40 to 99.

12.

The latter groups obviously have 000000 as a legitimate representation.
The most practical approach to this problem is to use another range
(e.g. 100

~

159).

The

oooono

representation then disappears from many of

the cHctionary entries for the spectra in this group.

An effective,

although not strictly correct approach to the problem, is to ignore
the

000000

representation when nerforming retrievals.

Hherc lihrary spectra have not heen recorded over the prescribed
range (e.o. down to mass 40) ohviously we cannot expect their
to be accurately described in the file.

representati~

This problem is an inadequacy

in the data rather than in the search strategy and as such it is the
responsibility of those in charge of maintaining the integrity of the
data base.
In discussing thE" pE"rf:)rmance of the system the preliminary searches
of the dictionary have been ignored because of their very small overhead relative to spectrum matching operations.

Further the number of

comparisons for retrieval from both a hash file and ordered file are
known and have been completely characterized by theoretical

q

argurnents~ .

CONCLUSIONS
~ ma~s

spectr\~

retrieval system hased on a mass dictionary concept

has bef"n shown to be viable and competitive with existing systems.

It pY'olJides, at ver'y ST'1all cost, a r'1echanism for' filter'ing out on aver'age
better' than 99% of the spectl"a 1:n any given sear'ch.

The selection rule

formalism used accommodates spectrum variability that is likely to be
found in a search library environment.

The storage cost of the filter

dictionarv averages out to only 6 entries per spectrum.

This is small

in relation to the cost of storina. a complete fully inverted file.

Even

hetter performance from the system could he ohtained by using a series
of ranges.

For example the selection rules could he used to derive

representations for spectra that have peaks in say the range 100

~

160.

13.

Alternatively, since the
ranges, e.q. 40

~

stora~e CORt

99 and 100

~

is small, representations for two

160 couln be used if it was desirable

to reduce the n\lJ'I'lher of spectra to be matched to considerably less than
1%.
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FIGURE C.J\PTION

Figure 1:

Numeric representation for 5-Hydroxyoctanoic acid lactone.
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